The healthcare collaboration platform designed
to improve patient and caregiver experiences

The Intel Unite® solution
Seamless, more secure, wireless collaboration for hospitals, clinics, and other
environments where medical information is shared.

Improve the in-room patient consult experience
Walk patients
through care
strategies and
procedures

Easily connect
using a 6-digit PIN

Show patients
relevant
information at
the bedside
on devices or
television screens

Scale to
thousands of
monitors and
TV screens

Easily switch TVs
and monitors from
general content and
entertainment to
medical records or
X-rays for physician
consultations

Use familiar
platforms,
operating systems,
and applications—
no need to onboard
new devices

Securely and easily
share scan results, EHR
data, patient history,
post-op wound care,
and much more

Improve medical staff collaboration
Support care transitions
throughout the
hospital, and to skilled
nursing and ambulatory
care facilities

Configure authentication
parameters, approve devices,
and define PIN access

Quickly and easily
collaborate with
medical teams,
caregivers, and
visiting experts

Increase
security with
end-to-end data
encryption at
flight and at rest

Share diverse types
of healthcare content,
including patient
charts, lab results,
X-rays and medical
images, graph data,
and HD video

Fast content and file sharing,
annotation, video and audio
playback, and simultaneous screen
sharing on up to four displays

Leverage your existing
infrastructure

Get metrics on
utilization for
workflow planning

Simplify mixed
environments
Chromebooks*
PCs with Windows* and Linux*
Macs*
iPads*
Android* tablets

Now there’s one healthcare collaboration solution
for a breadth of devices and operating systems, as
well as standard business plugins.

Windows* 7, 8.1, and 10
OS X*
iOS*
Chrome* OS
Android*
Linux*

FlatFrog*

Zoom* and Skype*
for Business

Touchscreen displays
and smartboards

Unified communication apps

See the growing list of apps for the Intel Unite solution
at uniteappshowcase.intel.com.

Integrated. Easy. Cost-effective.

1

An Intel® Core™ vPro™
processor-powered PC—
enabled for the Intel Unite®
solution—serving as a hub
in patient rooms or other
consulting spaces

+

2

The Intel Unite® app,
which is a small client
app available on a
breadth of devices

+

A lightweight service
which orchestrates and
manages the solution
across devices and hubs
throughout the network

Deliver quality care

Discover the flexible collaboration solution designed for healthcare.
Learn more at intel.com/unite.
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